ABSTRACT

Facebook (FB) and WhatsApp (WA) have become the "communication portal" for social networking, which has rapidly transformed the way people communicate and stay connected. From an educational perspective, social networking sites have received ambiguous reviews. Some studies have shown that the use of FB is becoming more widespread in language learning and it can be an effective tool. FB is not only easy to use, but it also helps encourage autonomous learning within a social environment for students and puts control for learning into the students' hands. This article focuses on the social networking site, FB, and WA application within the context of UT. It attempts to shed light on an information-sharing activity conducted via online discussion using FB and WA groups and involving distance learning students. This study investigated students' participation in the online discussion and their feedback on the use of FB's and WA's forums as the platform for the activity. FB and WA were adopted for supporting an online tutorial at the
Open University of Indonesia with a view to heighten tutor–student and peer-based participation, and enhance pedagogical delivery and inclusive learning in formal and informal spaces. The findings suggest FB and WA transformed pedagogy by fostering social constructivist environments for tutor–student and peer-based co-construction of knowledge. The teacher’s role was transformed from an instructor to a facilitator and mentor providing guidance on demand. Student roles were also transformed from information receivers to information generators, collaborators, information organizer seekers/givers, critical thinkers and group leaders. However, the challenges of using Facebook and WhatsApp included tutor’ resentment of the merging of academic and family life occasioned by WhatsApp consultations after hours.
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Internet as one of information and communication technology element has a great impact to human life. People especially in big cities are used to watching television, to communicate via mobile phone, social networking, texting via the internet, as well as visiting various portals or website without any limitations. According to Ludlow and Duff (2009), the Internet has had a more dramatic influence on education than any previous technological innovation because it has allowed individuals of all ages to access education and training programs. However, the most dramatic changes have come most recently with the introduction of Web 2.0. Web 2.0 is a set of web-based applications that are fluid in nature (Lorenzetti, 2009). Its basic elements are communication and collaborative technologies that involve voice, video, social networking, and content sharing; the direction and content of these applications are established by their users.

The study focused on use of the FB as a social networking site and WhatsApp for distance education at an Indonesian distance university, the Open University of Indonesia (Universitas Terbuka or UT). It investigated students’ participation in online discussions and their feedback on the use of FB and WhatsApp groups as the platform for the activity. The application of WhatsApp which combine the smartphone and internet connection offers many advantages for language learning. Many students that have Facebook and WhatsApp running on their mobile always think about its capacity as a social networking and chatting platform and less people are thinking about how this mobile application can be effectively use for education collaboration and learning. It is also very few people use it for language learning. In fact, we can use WhatsApp hidden features for education and learning, including English language learning. Based on these ideas, the writer would like to focus on English language learning using Facebook and WhatsApp application. The purpose of the study is twofold: (1) to explore the pedagogical value of Facebook and WhatsApp services, particularly its potential to enhance academic participation of all learners and transform lecturers’ teaching practices and (2) examine its capacity to breach the digital divide among learners in geographically dispersed informal contexts. An informing framework comprising Facebook and WhatsApp enabled lecturer–student and student–peer consultations was drawn upon to explore the potential of social networking to promote equitable participation in diverse informal spaces.

THEORETICAL MODEL

The FRAME model

Koole (2009) proposes a Framework for the Rational Analysis of Mobile Education (FRAME) to grasp learning that emerges from the convergence of mobile technologies, learning capacities and
social interaction. The FRAME model conceives collaborative construction of knowledge in mobile contexts as dependent on the intersection of interactions (between individuals, dyads, groups), and mediation of conversational technology (see Figure 1).

As shown in Figure 1, the device aspect (D) refers to the physical, technical and functional characteristics of mobile devices, which invariably affect the interface between the mobile learner and the learning task(s) (Koole, 2009). The learner aspect (L) underscores the cognitive abilities, memory, prior knowledge, emotions and possible motivations of the individual learner. It emphasises understanding how learners use prior knowledge to encode, store and transfer information.

Mobile learners in a mobile instant messaging (MIM) context bring tacit, peer-based and pedagogical content knowledge and perspectives to their dialogic conversations via networked devices. The social aspect (S) constitutes the seedbed of interaction and cooperation. Lecturers and learners must adhere to the rules of engagement and cooperation, which enable information exchange, knowledge construction and sustenance of cultural practices.

Koole (2009) suggests that device usability intersection (DL) draws on considerations from both device aspect functionalities and individual/collective individuals’ attributes. It foregrounds technology’s technical aspects, which impact on users’ cognitive demands and psychological satisfaction, thus influencing their cognitive load, access to information and ability to traverse different physical and virtual locations.

Social technology intersection (DS) emphasises devices’ capacity to trigger and sustain communication and collaboration among multiple individuals and systems. Device technical capabilities such as short messaging service, telephony and Internet access directly influence information exchange and collaboration between people with diverse needs, intentions and priorities (Koole, 2009). In addition, the interaction learning intersection (LS) synthesises learning and instructional theories and rides on social constructivism philosophy.

Mobile learning is therefore a combination of the interactions between learners, their devices, and other people. Koole also provides a helpful checklist for institutions looking to adopt mobile learning, including the following questions:

1. How the use of mobile devices might change the process of interaction between learners, communities, and systems?
2. how learners may most effectively use mobile access to other learners, systems, and devices to recognize and evaluate information and processes to achieve their goals?
3. how can learners become more independent in navigating through and filtering information?
4. how the roles of teachers and learners will change and how to prepare them for that change?
LITERATURE REVIEW

UT is a state university for Indonesia dedicated to open and distance learning. UT provides online tutorials ("Tuton") as an alternative to face-to-face tutorials, particularly for students who have access to the Internet; the tutorials motivate students to be self-directed and independent learners. Online tutorials facilitate two-way asynchronous communication and offer interactive human contact to distance learners (Suparman, 2007). Online tutorials at UT are mandatory for graduate students but voluntary for undergraduate students.

UT’s online tutorials are delivered through a learning management system (LMS), which is a software application used to plan, implement, and assess a specific learning process (Techtarget, 2005). An LMS consists of a wide range of Internet-based pedagogical and course administration tools integrated within a single platform. WebCT, Blackboard, Desire to Learn, E-College, Moodle, and Sakai are some of the more popular LMS platforms. Typically, an LMS provides a tutor with a way to create and deliver content, monitor student participation, and assess student performance (Techtarget, 2005).

UT currently uses Moodle as its LMS. Although Moodle has the capacity for synchronous and asynchronous online discussions in chat rooms and discussion boards, students seldom use these features because of a lack of tutor presence and because of inconvenient aspects of the Moodle platform. The more that students access the platform, the slower the system becomes, which can be troublesome for students trying to take quizzes, submit assignments, or just simply access the course content. The website can also shut down on occasion, blocking students from accessing course materials. As an alternative, UT students sometimes choose to use FB as a communication channel to support learning in online tutorials.

The Net Generation

Worley (2011) and others have stated that today’s higher education faculty and administrators face a challenge with their students, many of whom are part of what is known as the Net Generation (Net Gen). “Net Generation” or “Digital Natives” develop cognitively in a manner different from previous generations as a result of their living in the digital age (Evans, 1995; Rovai, Ponton, & Baker, 2008). Prensky (2001, p. 1) defines today’s students as “native speakers” of the
digital language of computers, video games and the Internet. They are called digital immigrants (Prensky, 2001).

One of the greatest challenges for Net Gen learning will be in the area of technology in education. As students become more technologically advanced, faculty must be technologically ready to meet student needs, but many university faculty and administrators are from earlier generations and are more familiar with learning and teaching styles that are different from those of the Net Generation. In addition, the life experiences, expectations, and technological expertise of many faculty and the students they are to teach are significantly different. Traditional methods of instruction will no longer work in a society that has encountered "a paradigm shift from emphasizing teaching to emphasizing learning" (Wilson, 2004, p. 59). In the new learning paradigm, the mission and purpose of education is to produce learning, not to deliver instruction. The role of faculty is to design learning methods and environments, rather than to be primarily lecturers.

Faculty must be aware of these differences, and must prepare to adjust their teaching philosophies and practices for a new breed of learners (Worley, 2011). According to Jeff and Zane (2008), Net Gen students possess certain key traits that translate into processes for learning in school. They prefer working collaboratively, do not respond well to the lecture, often do not communicate effectively by traditional standards, require information individually tailored to them, and require readily available technology. Wilson (2004) recommends active learning for enhancing teaching effectiveness for Net Gen students. Using active learning strategies such as discussions, reflection activities, group projects and cooperative problem-solving can deepen students' understanding of course material and their ability to apply new ideas. Since Net Geners have a team orientation, they should benefit greatly from active learning opportunities.

Using mobile instant messaging to leverage learner participation and transform pedagogy

One of the most complicated academic endeavours in transmission pedagogies is to generate democratic participation of all students and public expression of silenced voices. While the potential of mobile phones, particularly mobile instant messaging (MIM), to trigger broadened academic participation is increasingly acknowledged in literature, integrating MIM into classrooms and out-of-the-classroom tasks has often been confronted with academic resistance. Academic uncertainty about MIM is often predicated on its perceived distractive nature and potential to trigger off-task social behaviours (Rambe & Bere, 2013). WhatsApp was adopted for an information technology course at a South African university with a view to heighten lecturer–student and peer-based participation, and enhance pedagogical delivery and inclusive learning in formal (lectures) and informal spaces. Rambe and Bere (2013) suggested heightened student participation, the fostering of learning communities for knowledge creation and progressive shifts in the lecturer’s mode of pedagogical delivery. However, the concomitant challenge of using MIM included mature adults’ resentment of the merging of academic and family life occasioned by WhatsApp consultations after hours. Students also expressed ambivalence about MIM’s wide-scale roll-out in different academic programmes.

Social Networking

Boyd and Ellison (2007, p. 2) define social networks as “web-based services that allow individuals to: (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the system.” FB is the most current and widely used social network.
FB was originally designed for college students, but is now open to anyone 13 years of age or older. FB users can create and customize their own profiles with photos, videos, and information about themselves (Conole, 2010).

Facebook (FB) was created in 2004 by Mark Zuckerberg at Harvard University. The name for FB came from the publications that some colleges pass out to students at the beginning of the year to help students get to know each other better. FB, synonymous with social media among school and university students, could be described as the most popular social networking tool in history (Omar, Embi, & Yunus, 2012). It has the highest number of visitors among all the social networking tools available in Web 2.0, with approximately a billion active users worldwide (Facebook, 2012). Like most online social networking sites, FB's mission is to make the world more open and connected. People use FB to stay connected with friends and family, to discover what's going on in the world, and to share and express what matters to them (Bosch, 2009).

Students, particularly female students, may be inherently motivated to feel connected to others within a virtual environment (Cheung & Lee, 2011). Creating a virtual community of students is therefore likely to improve their intention to use the online learning technology. Cheung and Lee also found that attitude of female students has the strongest direct effect on their behavioral intention to use an Internet-based learning medium. They concluded that perceived enjoyment influences attitude more strongly for female students than it influences male students.

Teaching and Learning with FB

FB has potential for teaching and learning because of its unique built-in functions that offer pedagogical, social and technological affordances (Wang, 2008; Wang & Woo, 2007; Wang, Woo, Quek, Yang, & Liu, 2012). Wang et al. (2012) explored the function of a FB group as an LMS and the students’ perceptions of using it in their courses. In this study, the FB group was used in two courses at a teacher education institute in Singapore as a learning management system for posting announcements, sharing resources, organizing weekly tutorials and conducting online discussions. Wang et al. revealed that students were basically satisfied with the pedagogical, social and technological affordances of FB, as the fundamental functions of an LMS could be easily implemented in the FB group. However, using the FB group as an LMS had certain limitations. It did not support directly uploading files in some formats, and the discussion was not organized in a threaded structure. Also, the students did not feel safe and comfortable as their privacy might be compromised.

Grainne Conole (2011) investigated English as a Second Language (ESL) learners' participation in an information-sharing task conducted via FB groups and their feedback on the use of FB groups as the platform for the activity. A group of 31 learners taking a communication course at a public university participated in the study. Thematic analysis revealed that the use of FB as a platform for the information-sharing task received very positive feedback from the participants, suggesting that it is a promising virtual tool and environment to promote interaction in English learning. The authors suggested that more activities using FB groups should be assigned for learners to practice and use communicative language. In addition, they recommended promoting awareness of available online tools and modelling effective use of the tools to help enhance learners' online interactions. The findings of Conole’s study support the work of Selwyn (2009), who argued that FB use must be seen as being situated within the ‘identity politics’ of being a student. In particular, FB appears to provide a ready space where the ‘role conflict’ that students often experience in their relationships with
university work, teaching staff, academic conventions, and expectations can be worked through in a relatively closed ‘backstage’ area.

Friedman and Gale (2011) provides us with an up-to-date insight into young people's attitudes towards writing. Most young people write regularly and young people write technology-based materials, such as text and instant messages, most frequently. While owning a mobile phone does not appear to alter young people's writing behaviour, having a profile on a social networking site or having a blog is connected to enjoyment of writing and confidence in writing. Young people today use computers regularly and believe that computers are beneficial to their writing. They believe it is paramount that the school curriculum reflects and utilizes writing forms that young people enjoy and engage with, in order to demonstrate that writing is more than a compulsory task: it is an essential life skill.

In summary, these studies show that FB and WA have the potential: (1) for teaching and learning because of its unique built-in functions that offer pedagogical, social and technological affordances; (2) to be used for online academic discussions, either as an alternative to LMSs commonly used in distance education or to complement such platforms; and (3) to create a promising virtual tool and environment to promote interaction in English language learning.

METHODOLOGY
The Case Study

The case study involved second-year English Translation students undertaking a Writing III course at English Literature study program in UT Indonesia. Given the study’s focus on exploring Facebook and WhatsApp’s potential to foster digital inclusion, a technology-based module provided an ideal context for such an investigation. The lecturer observed that question-based lecturer–student and peer-based engagements in class were very limited due to limited contact time, perceived transactional distance between the lecturer and students, and low self-esteem students’ lack of confidence in addressing the lecturer’s questions publicly due to potential ridicule by peers. The lecturer introduced WhatsApp, MIM application to boost participation, and interaction lasted for a semester. WhatsApp did not replace didactic teaching but served to extend academic consultation during and after hours. For the lecturer, this project constituted community engagement, and hence he was not paid for his interaction with students. More than 100 students enrolled in online tutorial for the Writing III course, although only 10 participated in this study.

Virtual Ethnography

The primary methods used for the study were virtual ethnography, online qualitative interviews, and content analysis of 10 UT students’ FB and WA profiles. Virtual ethnography is the practice of ethnography, but in a virtual or online setting (Bosch, 2009). Ethnography involves “a holistic description of cultural environment” (Singer, 2009). It entails studying people within their own cultural environment through intensive fieldwork and involves in-depth investigation. The focus of research was on undergraduate students, as they are generally the heaviest FB users (Mazman & Usluel, 2010; Stutzman, 2008). The researcher contacted the students to ask for permission to do an analysis of their FB pages and to participate in an interview.

The virtual ethnography approach employed in this study identified key markers for further exploration in the online interviews. The population consists of 10 students in their third semester. The students’ contact information was provided by the UT Information Technology department. The data were collected from a threaded online discussion, links postings, friend lists, groups and
networks, wall posts, and other asynchronous communication via WhatsApp. Also, several tutors were interviewed informally to validate the findings from the student interviews.

The UT students’ FB group had been established before the start of the study. The process of adapting FB to provide e-learning support started about six months later through a FB group created by the students and moderated by senior students. From the very beginning, the students invited other students to join their FB group to access course-related materials, which required the moderator’s approval. At the time of the study there were more than 200 members in the group. The FB group’s wall mainly provided news about recent topics from online tutorial, some of which were related to the various course activities; via the ‘home’ page of FB group, the researcher was also able to learn the status of the students from time to time. The researcher was able to gain access to their FB pages because the moderator invited the researcher to join this FB group. In addition, the group members requested the researcher to accept friend requests from them. The roles of the researcher in this group were as a tutor, a learning materials provider, and a facilitator.

The interview questionnaires were pre-tested with participants to provide information on the acceptability of the language. Pre-testing reduces errors by improving survey questions (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). In the pre-testing, the researcher noted the time spent and the way in which the questions were received, misunderstandings that occurred, and terms that were not understood. Field testing was conducted after the pre-testing; the field test consisted of a full test of the survey instrument and procedures, including the introduction, explaining the participant’s rights based on ethics requirements, consent, conducting the interview, and closing the interview. The final version of interview instrument was used in online interviews using Skype (video conferencing software), and Evaer (audio and video recorder software).

The researcher interviewed the 10 students for approximately 30 minutes each. The questions covered internet availability, how the students used FB and WA to support online tutorials, how students’ social networks on FB and WA related to their educational network in their online tutorials, how students attempted to engage with lecturers using FB and WA, and what potential FB and WA holds for building learning communities in distance education. Specifically, the researcher wished to uncover the characteristics, opinions, perceptions and usage of FB for a group of UT’s students.

This study was informed by the notion that participation in a social network site leaves online ‘traces’ that reveal users’ attitudes, social relationships and affiliations in offline networks (Gráinne Conole, 2011a). Text provides the discursive space for the presentation of self to others. The challenge in studying life online can be complicated by the interference of the researcher in the frame of the field, and by the power of the researcher in representing the culture (Markham, 2005). In this case, sites were viewed where access was not controlled by privacy settings. Despite potential ethical challenges, the virtual ethnography was essential to define the field and triangulate the findings from the interviews and surveys. Respondents’ confidentiality was guaranteed, as this component of the research was intended to provide an overview of trends, with no specific references to the content on individuals’ pages. This study uses the term ‘virtual ethnography’ quite loosely, and more accurately merely draws on the basic principles of ethnography, with the researcher employing a form of ‘lurking’ or ‘completely unobtrusive observation’ (Garcia, Standlee, Bechkoff, & Cui, 2009, p. 58) to gain an understanding of online interaction. In an attempt to counter some of the negatives associated with this methodology, nothing was actually ‘harvested’ (Sharf, 1999) and no posts or messages from pages viewed are cited in this article.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All of the 10 research participants were female students. The participants often updated their status in FB. They would voluntarily share FB information with each other and become online ‘friends,’ often using the site to replicate classroom networks and to informally share online tutorial-related questions and discussions. It also appeared that many participants did not change their privacy settings, allowing all members of the network to view their current status.

To understand the influence of WhatsApp on student academic participation, pedagogical delivery and digital inclusion implications, the FRAME framework concepts, device usability, social technology, interaction learning were drawn upon to interpret interview transcriptions and the patterns of student responses to questionnaires. FRAME’s concepts were also put into conversation with raw data (interview transcriptions and survey results) to provide a nuanced account of Mobile Instant Messaging’s (MIM’s) influence on pedagogical considerations and digital inclusion. The subsequent sections present the findings and the discussion based on these concepts.

Device usability

Under this theme, technological issues’ interplay with student participation is discussed under the following: device portability, information availability and student psychological comfort. These issues are discussed in subsequent sections.

a. Portability

Two subcategories emerged under portability: mobile learning and context free access to learning resources. Student appropriation of WhatsApp-enabled phones for lecturer–student and peer-based consultations leveraged their participation as they redressed poor connectivity via institutional networks. Device portability coupled with affordances for anywhere anytime access to information and learning resources redressed the constraints distance, space and temporal times in access to resources.

Facebook and WhatsApp-mediated learning’s support for multiple access to learning resources impacted students’ ability to engage with peers and the educator synchronously. Mobile devices’ personalisation and adaptation to different contexts ensured persistent supply of texts, information and learning resources, which enabled networked learning and multiple peer-based feedbacks. The informal, convenient context for instantaneous sharing of vital academic information activated by the “porting” of learning resources across different spaces extended learning times and augmented traditional consultation spaces.

Facebook and WhatsApp’s affordances for asynchronous communication also directly impacted student participation. The retrievability of messages posted when students were offline, outside network coverage or when their devices were switched off implied that they could participate any time irrespective of context. Multiple interaction modes and diverse temporal times widened opportunities for student involvement without missing conversation flows.

b. Information availability

Information availability comprised three subcategories: information synthesis—that WhatsApp’s digital trails and discussion threads were more accessible, user friendly information repositories than IT textbooks. The information divide, describes a social phenomenon in which off campus students with limited access to the libraries after hours, conceived WhatsApp as breaching information asymmetries they encountered due to their remote locations. It also rendered just-in-time learning through broadening access to navigable concepts and response summaries.
especially when students were under pressure to complete multiple tasks simultaneously or during last minute preparations for examinations.

c. Psychological comfort

Facebook and WhatsApp also enhanced student psychological comfort in three main ways: reducing cognitive load, minimising exam uncertainty and cognitive scaffolding. The lecturer and students’ posting of problem-based questions that tested understanding of the practical application of concepts and theoretical issues taught in class empowered students with critical assessment skills. Through these questioning practices, students gradually acclimatised to the educators’ style of questioning about IT concepts, allowing them to comfortably speculate/anticipate particular styles of questioning in exams. This modelling of particular questioning styles about concepts reduced their cognitive anxiety about being “caught off guard” and heightened student participation.

The platform also enabled student cognitive scaffolding through group sharing of information and eased the pressure of individual problem solving and reflection. The statement under cognitive scaffolding suggests a shift in work ethic from individual accomplishment to collaborative co-construction of knowledge (Rambe & Bere, 2013). As Rambe (2012) suggests, the seamless integration of social practices, devices and platforms (e.g., mobile phone platforms and texting culture) affords recursive engagements that potentially impact students’ meaningful learning and (academically productive) connections.

Wider ownership of Facebook and WhatsApp-enabled phones contributed to broadened participation through sustaining a critical questioning culture and information seeking practices. Facebook and WhatsApp anonymous communications bolstered the confidence of shy students who conceived lectures as intimidating, hegemonic spaces that disrupted transparent communication. The statement “As an confident student, the important thing about WhatsApp is its anonymous interactions. My confidence to give answers and post questions has improved because nobody ever knows” bears testimony to this psychological empowerment. WhatsApp, therefore, entrenched “participatory cultures” (Jenkins, 2010) which strongly support individual content creation, sharing and efficacy of personal connections.

Social technology

To unravel how student connectivity on WhatsApp can be harnessed to bridge exclusion in poorly networked communities, student access to mobile networks was interrogated under the social technology theme. Under this theme, device connectivity and networked connectivity were the main categories.

a. Device connectivity

Under this category some students emphasised the erratic nature of institutional networks (LMS), which triggered their dependence on mobile networks especially Internet. Other students complained about wireless connectivity’s heavy reliance on the strength of connection signals across campus, which compelled some to switch to their networked handhelds or walk in school to access networks thus reinforcing the networked divide. This convergence of institutional and private networks presented by switching between networks challenges binary conceptions of the digital divide.

b. Networked connectivity

Student accessed WhatsApp through either WiFi-enabled networks or private virtual networks. Such mobile connections often provided slower connectivity compared with institutional networks. Student frustration with slow networked connectivity resonates with variations in
thenetworked access to collectively generated resources. Notwithstanding the aforementioned
drawbacks, productive device usage was not exclusively network dependent as collaborative
learning communities and language of discourse were deeply implicated in productive
engagements, affecting intensity and persistence of online interaction.

The main issue surrounding the use of FB at the students’ workplace (i.e., their house) was
related to time availability, since they were usually allowed to access the Internet only during break
times or after work. Some of the employers restricted or blocked their domestic employees’ use of the
Internet during work. Although the Internet was not always blocked in their houses, access was
discouraged, with clear rules indicating to the employee (i.e., the domestic worker studying with UT)
that access to the Internet was not allowed. Despite this, nearly all the students surveyed indicated
that they accessed the Internet at home after work or during break time, with a smaller percentage
indicating that they would only update their status using their mobile phones.

There was very little use of languages other than Indonesian language on students’ walls,
regardless of race or mother language. All communication was found to be in Indonesian, except
posting in their English course group, with students considering this as the obvious choice of
language for the medium.

Student accessed WhatsApp through either WiFi-enabled networks or private virtual
networks. Such mobile connections often provided slower connectivity compared with home
networks. Student frustration with slow networked connectivity resonates with variations in
thenetworked access to collectively generated resources. Notwithstanding the aforementioned
drawbacks, productive device usage was not exclusively network dependent as collaborative
learning communities and language of discourse were deeply implicated in productive
engagements, affecting intensity and persistence of online interaction.

Interaction learning

To address the question on the potential of WhatsApp to shift pedagogical delivery in
informal learning contexts, the intricate interplay of interactants, situated m-learning contexts and in
situ collaborative practice were explored under interactive learning category. Subcategories
interaction, social cognition and learning communities, which merged through conversations with
raw data, are elaborated below.

a. Interaction

Facebook and WhatsApp Interaction unfolded in three main ways, namely lecturer–lecturer,
learner–learner (student–peer) and student–content interactions. Lecturer-level engagements
revolved around the English lecturer’s consultations with the guest lecturer (independent researcher)
on FB and WA mediated course design, tracking and interpreting students’ learning trajectory via FB
and WA enhanced interactions. Although the guest lecturer was marginally involved in
supporting student clusters, his constructive dialogue with the lecturer supported social
constructivist interpretations of student engagements. Both educators conceived these knowledge
sharing practices on online course design and student learning trajectory as team-based coaching
that mutually benefited their pedagogy. The English lecturer’s online teaching strategy was also
transformed by his personal reflections. These strategies helped transform pedagogical delivery
from an authoritative, instructivist mode to a collaborative, connectivist approach.

At student–peer levels, the English lecturer discerned peer-based mentoring and student
constructivist construction of knowledge through their intra-cluster collaborations on FB and WA. The
students were more directly involved in knowledge construction and negotiation of perspectives as
informationseekers, knowledge givers, information synthesisers and knowledge brokers. The lecturer’s facilitative role through the summarisation of the main themes emerging from student discussions suggest relaxed authority and a shift from transmission approaches of delivery to constructivist approaches. These practices enabled students to assume more control and ownership of the learning. For example, students who normally relied on private individual study and avoided collaborative engagement found their “lone wolf” (Bacon, Stewart, & Stewart-Belle, 1998) mentality being subverted by FB and WA’s demands for collaborative problem solving.

Survey data suggests that 10 respondents (100%) preferred participating in FB and WA virtual forums to traditional classroom interaction. The higher preference of FB and WA to in-class discussions can be attributed to the anonymity of the online interactions, which potentially democratised participation of shy and less confident students. FB and WA App “virtual classroom’s” anonymous interaction, flexibility and affordances for personal reflection potentially liberated these subverted voices through provision of reflection time.

In general, FB is used by a wide range of students, in terms of race, class and gender. There was no evidence that FB use in this study differed from general Internet usage patterns in Hong Kong, probably because all students have equal access to the Internet via personal computers. However, what was most interesting is that while many students in this study had friends across racial groups, most tended to have friends who were similar to them in terms of race. Students’ friends were mostly family and university acquaintances, but many also had friends from primary and secondary school. As a result, the numbers of friends ranged from around 16 to over 800. Students in the study had been registered in FB for periods of one to three years. This research thus supports international studies which show that participation in online networks tends to follow cultural and linguistic lines (Boyd, 2008).

Student use of FB is quite varied, and one cannot assume that students use online social networking tools in homogenous ways. Generally, several categories of users were noted: some signed up to FB but were not daily active users; some signed up but did not actively participate, even though they often observed on the site, reading information posted by their friends; and some were active users, uploading and downloading information and using a variety of applications on the site, predominantly for social purposes. Within the latter category, there was a further divide between those who used FB for social purposes only, and those who also used FB for some kind of academic conversations, though these were usually linked to classes in which this type of participation was a course requirement. Another category of user was defined by those who did not use the site for much other than keeping friends abreast of their activities by frequently updating their status messages. Students updated their status frequently, particularly before and after a weekend, because they usually had one day off every week on Sunday.

The UT students in this study regarded FB as an academic support. It was noted that first-year students who joined UT in Hong Kong immediately signed up to join the English group in FB. UT students used FB for social networking, seeking support from peers, community building in a virtual class, and the students’ notice board. This finding is consistent with research by Bosch (2009) and Tina (2010), who found that FB for social networking worked as a complement to online courses. It also confirms comments by Selwyn (2009) related to student management of identity and role conflicts. One of the student comments: “The peers’ answers seemed to work quite well, my own feedback was interesting and informative, hopefully the feedback I gave was useful”. One student described how she had to be strategic in her selection of activities when she was offered five different discussion boards in FB group from which to choose. She chose one of them and stuck with it, stating
that many students had done the same and that she had seen the same names coming up again day after day. She found the discussion to be very stimulating and she was surprised at how much she enjoyed reading other peer’s ideas in spite of the range of skill level.

WhatsApp-mediated learning’s support for multiple accesses to learning resources impacted students’ ability to engage with peers and the tutor synchronously. Smartphone’s personalisation and adaptation to different contexts ensured persistent supply of texts, information and learning resources, which enabled networked learning and multiple peer-based feedbacks. The informal, convenient context for instantaneous sharing of vital academic information activated by the “porting” of learning resources across different spaces extended learning times and augmented traditional consultation spaces.

WhatsApp’s affordances for asynchronous communication also directly impacted student participation. The retrievability of messages posted when students were offline, outside network coverage or when their devices were switched off implied that they could participate any time irrespective of context. Multiple interaction modes and diverse temporal times widened opportunities for student involvement without missing conversation flows.

Students believed that FB and WA discussion forums allowed them to reflect “deeply” on questions and queries before giving their opinions. This is potentially attributable to forums’ asynchronous nature that mitigated the pressure of instant, spontaneous responses immanent in lecture interactions (Rambe & Bere, 2013).

b. Social cognition

This encapsulated the situated context of social technology usage and mental modelling of participating audiences in FB and WA mediated interactions. Content delivery via the LMS and FB/WA created authentic situated contexts for knowledge sharing that were accommodative of students’ varying circumstances and asymmetrical access to networks. Questionnaire responses affirmed that 100 participants (100%) preferred the flexibility and spontaneity of FB and WA discussions to pre-packed content and inflexible lectures.

Social cognition also manifested in students’ claim that addressing the lecturers’ questions on FB and WA helped them to gain transferable assessment skills like his style of questioning about concepts and their corresponding responses. The statement “FB and WA enabled meaningful learning because the lecturer’s and peer’s posts on concepts allow us to understand how to respond to different concepts in the final exam” suggests student inductive discovery through critical questioning practices.

To cross-check these student claims about knowledge creation and transfer, survey questionnaires solicited responses on FB and WA discussions’ potential to engender knowledge generation, reflection and communication. Students’ affirmative responses were knowledge creation, deep reflection and meaningful communication, suggesting FB and WA’s forums’ potential to foster “affinity spaces.” For Gee (2004) “affinity spaces,” are discursive spaces driven by common endeavours to bridge (participation) differences linked to interactants’ interests, skills and capabilities.

c. Learning communities

This category had dialogue and the community of practice as its subcategories. The lecturer–lecturer dialogic interactions involved the sharing of experiences, social practices and communicative repertoires, thus fostering a community of practice and learner-centred teaching approaches. For students, transformative learning played out in their critical engagement with learning resources.
One common theme that was derived from the interviews was the development of learning communities using FB groups. FB’s group tool provides opportunities for students to form groups in which they can support each other. These findings are consistent with studies by Koschmann (1994), Lao and Gonzales (2005), Tharp and Gallimore (1988), and Wells and Chang-Wells (1992) that indicated that the Internet provides learning experiences and a place to build upon knowledge within a learning community. Online learning is a rich environment where learner-centered instructional techniques show opportunities for significant developments and offer new ways to learn, research, work and socialize (Bonk & King, 1998; Gráinne Conole, 2011b).

UT students who were engaged in academic FB English groups actively participated in them and welcomed the use of the online social networking tool for academic, in addition to social, purposes. In most cases FB was reported as being useful. Students reflected that they were already spending much time on FB, and they were able to check class-related material while at the same time engaging in personal communication. In general, students who used FB for various academic purposes, from the informal to the more formal mandatory participation, listed a range of benefits. Primarily, students said that their FB friends helped them to identify and find learning material on the Internet, and to answer questions about tasks in online tutorials (e.g., due dates, assignment details). Students also often used FB during weekends or break time for connecting with others to prepare face-to-face tutorials and to share lecture and study notes.

Respondents talked about how FB allowed them to learn from junior and senior students whom they had not yet meet in person. It also allowed them to network with groups that had similar academic interests, even if they were in different semesters/classes. The main benefit was being able to access different learning materials instantly in an informal and ubiquitous environment.

One participant felt that FB allowed students to ask questions that they might not feel comfortable asking in a formal online tutorial, as there is a relative higher degree of anonymity in the absence of asynchronous interaction. In response to informal questioning, some online tutors indicated that tasks/discussions were more effective because student queries had already been dealt with via the FB’s group. Students used the FB group to indicate which areas of the particular material to cover or discuss, and then moved to the online tutorial LMS to answer the questions or tasks.

In many cases this kind of interaction was transferred to real face-to-face tutorial settings, as students felt their colleagues were more approachable after interacting with them online. In some ways FB could be perceived as a shared space—not controlled by them individually, but controlled by all together—thus breaking down the traditional power hierarchies among students. For example, there is no rule that the older control the younger. However, some experienced or smarter students often gave more comments in the group. This mechanism of community control could be positive; for example, if key people were absent from a group discussion, other students would assume their roles.

Each group had an administrator to manage the group; her primary task was to invite and approve group members, and then to provide links to learning materials. The secondary role of the administrator could be replaced by other members who have similar capabilities. In the process of course design and implementation, the administrator felt that it was easy to set up a FB group and have enough control. The administrator as a creator of a FB group could enroll or remove members easily. However, the administrator noted that it was quite troublesome to add learning materials because it involved uploading files with the ‘Add File’ menu, then putting the links into FB or pasting them directly into the group’s wall. Also, FB does not support the direct uploading of some file formats. The administrator reported that moderating online discussions in the FB group was easy and that the
topics of discussion were based on the topics in the online tutorial. These findings are similar to those of Wang et al. (2012), who used the FB group as a LMS. However, these authors noted that FB had certain constraints; for example, it does not support the upload of some file formats, and discussions are not organized in a meaningful structure.

The student–tutor dialogic interactions involved the sharing of experiences, social practices and communicative repertoires, thus fostering a community of practice and learner-centred teaching approaches. For students, transformative learning played out in their critical engagement with learning resources. Students are suggesting FB and WA’s forums’ potential to foster “bridging spaces”—the space for connect differences linked to interactants’ interests, skills and capabilities.

**Distractive technology**

Despite the academic value of Facebook and WhatsApp, lecturers expressed some reservations about facilitating discussion and receiving learning material 24/7. These tutors were both male and female with families who conceived the mobile application’s blurring of contexts as “anti-social” and disruptive of family life. However, the students supported the reception of academic material after hours. They indicated that such queries and responses enabled them to revisit and visualise their lectures and saved them from looking up for materials from libraries and books during late hours.

**CONCLUSION**

There are some advantages and disadvantages of using social networking in education including in English language learning. It can encourage students to engage with each other and to express and share their creativity and can create a better English communicative environment for students.

WhatsApp is not only sending text messages but files and message broadcasting. We can share educational and learning resources and we can create broad-based discussions on many subjects. We can ask questions in any subjects and send it across to all people in the group through a broadcast or start a meaningful discussion on concepts we need to understand much better. The WhatsApp application can be used to learn the language skills such as reading and writing. However, this study is far from perfect and we welcome any further study on this matter.

The academic appropriation of Facebook and WhatsApp afforded the convergence of student individual traits (abilities, skills and capabilities), situated contexts and the conversational technology, which triggered their meaningful involvement in learning. Facebook and WhatsApp’s anonymous, asynchronous collaborative learning allowed shy, less confident students to engage more productively. Although participation online was higher than classrooms participation, some students became more vocal on Facebook and WhatsApp than in formal online tutorials as Facebook and WhatsApp afforded democratic expression through information-seeking, critical questioning and information-sharing practices. Generally, the provision of questions and responses in different formats attracted the attention of students to participate more. Although anonymity often raises uncertainty about learner’s assumption of responsibility for their perspectives, this was mitigated by the educator’s knowledge of all group members.

Lecturers, with families, however, expressed ambivalence about Facebook and WhatsApp due to the contradiction between task demands for giving responses to students anytime, anywhere, and competing family commitments after-hours.
Facebook and WhatsApp also transformed pedagogy by fostering social constructivist environments for lecturer–student and peer-based co-construction of knowledge. The lecturer’s role was transformed from an instructor to a facilitator and mentor providing guidance on demand. Student roles were also transformed from information receivers to information generators, collaborators, information seekers/givers, critical thinkers and group leaders.
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